Let the function f be analytic in  , we introduce two classes of analytic functions and investigate some convolution properties and coefficient estimates for these classes. Furthermore, several inclusion properties involving these and other families of integral operators are also considered.
Introduction and Definitions
Let  denote the class of functions 
: e cos sin , 1
: e cos sin . 1
We note that [7] , which are univalent in  .
With a view to define the Srivastava-Attiya transform, we recall here a general
Hurwitz-Lerch zeta function, which is defined in [8] by the following series:
For further interesting properties and characteristics of the Hurwitz-Lerch Zeta and other related functions ( ) , , z s a Φ see [9] [10] and [11] .
Recently, Srivastava and Attiya [12] have introduced the linear operator , : 
The operator [12], Liu [13] , Murugusundaramoorthy [14] , Yuan and Liu [15] and others.
It is easy to observe from (1.1) and (1.4) that
1 .
We note that:
It is easily verified from (1.6) that
Next, by using the linear operator 
, : : ,
, : : , .
It follows from the definitions (1.8) and (1.9) that 
Convolution Properties and Coefficient Estimates
Unless otherwise mentioned, we will assume in the reminder of this paper that 
where M is given by (2.2). Then, by applying (1.6), the left hand side of (2.5) 
where N is given by (2.4). Then, by using (1.6), the left hand side of (2.6) may be written as shall require the following lemma due to Eenigenburg et al. [20] . 
